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CHAPTER EIGHT

Librarians in Dissertation
Deposit: Infusing an
Institutional Ritual
with Scholarly
Communication Instruction
Roxanne Shirazi and Jill Cirasella

Introduction
Most doctoral students are required to produce a dissertation that makes an
original contribution to their field of study in order to fulfill their degree
requirements. The scholarly nature of this requirement informs how students
and faculty approach doctoral research, but universities often treat the dissertations themselves merely as student records, not scholarly contributions.
Librarians, however, are uniquely situated to work with graduate students as
emerging participants in the scholarly communication ecosystem and help
them prepare their dissertations for an outside audience. Librarians have the
expertise to advise students with questions regarding copyright, licensing, fair
use, and authors’ rights, as well as the awareness to spot such issues even when
students are not aware of them.
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The importance of treating graduate students as scholarly contributors was
made evident when our institution, the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, moved responsibility for dissertation deposit from an administrative role to a librarian position. In this chapter, we offer as a case study
our experience transforming the deposit process into a scholarly communication consultation with a copyright-literate librarian. We also provide prompts
for considering ways to insert librarian-led scholarly communication consultations into the graduation checklist, regardless of which office manages dissertation deposit.

Literature Review
Scholarly communication librarians have paid considerable attention to
developing effective strategies for outreach to various campus stakeholders
pertaining to issues around open access publishing, authors’ rights, fair use,
and other scholarly communication topics (Dawson, 2018; Duncan, Clement,
& Rozum, 2013). Davis-K ahl and Hensley’s (2013) book-length examination
of information literacy and scholarly communication was followed by an Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) white paper (2013), which
identified three “intersections” in which current trends in scholarly communication and information literacy share common purpose: (1) economics of the
distribution of scholarship, (2) digital literacies, and (3) new roles for librarians.
An emphasis on the changing nature of scholarly publishing was thus deemed
an essential part of teaching information literacy in academic libraries.
Practitioners involved in dissertation deposit generally come from two
worlds on campus: the library and administrative offices, such as the Office
of the Registrar and Student Serv ices. The Council of Graduate Schools sponsors best practices initiatives that broadly concern dissertations in the con uture of the Dissertation Workshop
text of doctoral education, such as the F
(2016), while cross-professional organizations like the United States Electronic
Thesis and Dissertation Association (USETDA) and the Networked Digital
Library of T
 heses and Dissertations (NDLTD) sponsor annual conferences
with published proceedings.
Typically, libraries have approached dissertations from a collections standpoint, focusing on issues of preservation, description, and access to the finished product. With the advent of electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs)
in the late 1990s, the library world has focused on what we might call “the
afterlife” of the dissertation—their use value as a research output. Suber (2006)
famously characterized dissertations as “the most invisible form of useful
literature and the most useful form of invisible literature” (para. 9), and the
practitioner literature has since been overwhelmed with debates over access
embargoes and book-publishing prospects (Cirasella & Thistlethwaite, 2017;
Courtney & Kilcer, 2017). Some libraries offer scholarly communication
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instruction to depositing students outside of the required procedures for submitting their final work (Clement & Bianchi, 2013).
The literat ure around the deposit of the dissertation tends to focus on establishing workflows for electronic deposit (Cox, 2015), including metadata
schema and repository-specific optimizations (Veve, 2016). An additional
focus within the ETD community concerns the question of w
 hether or not
dissertations that are made available online are considered published, both
for the sake of establishing the copyright status for digitization of legacy works
(Clement & Levine, 2011) and for assessing an openly available dissertation’s
impact on the author’s f uture publication prospects (Gurman & Brunner, 2015;
Hawkins, Kimball, & Ives, 2013).
Although all these topics were of concern to our institution as we endeavored to rethink the library’s approach to dissertation deposit, it was not until
we began meeting with students under a new paradigm that we really understood the possibilities for attuning graduate students to the cadences of scholarly publishing as part of the deposit procedure itself. Policies and standards
beget institutional culture and norms; by attending to our own role in the formation of these procedures and critically examining what we had previously
taken for granted in deposit, we were able to structure the culminating experience of doctoral study into an outgoing scholarly communication literacy
consultation.

Background
Institutional Context
In order to understand what is and is not generalizable about our experience, it is necessary to understand the structure of the City University of New
York (CUNY), and the Graduate Center within it. CUNY is the largest urban
university in the United States and is legislatively recognized as being “of vital
importance as a vehicle for the upward mobility of the disadvantaged in the
city of New York” (City University of New York, n.d.-a; NY Education Law §
6201). It consists of 25 campuses across the five boroughs of New York City:
11 sen ior colleges, seven community colleges, one honors college, and six
graduate and professional schools, including the Graduate Center (City University of New York, n.d.-b).
Our campus, the Graduate Center, is a stand-alone entity that confers only
graduate degrees; it is not a graduate school within a larger college or a
graduate-only satellite of another campus. It is worth noting, though, that the
Graduate Center’s “campus” consists of only one building, albeit a large one:
the former flagship B. Altman & Co. department store in Manhattan. It is diagonally across the street from the Empire State Building and a block away
from Herald Square, justifying its tagline as “the life of the mind in the heart
of the city” (Robinson, 2017).
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As of this writing, the Graduate Center has 4,071 students in 15 master’s
programs and 31 doctoral programs. Many other CUNY schools also offer
master’s degrees, but only a small handful also grant doctoral degrees. Indeed,
the Graduate Center is CUNY’s primary doctorate-granting school, conferring
more than 400 doctorates per year (CUNY, Office of Institutional Research,
2017, Degrees Granted section). The Graduate Center is notable among U.S.
doctorate-granting institutions for the diversity of its doctorate recipients: it
ranks sixth nationally in number of doctorates awarded to Hispanic or Latinx students between 2013 and 2017, and twentieth in number of doctorates
awarded to black or African American students in the same time period
(National Science Foundation, 2017, Table 9). In 2018, the Graduate Center’s
combined doctoral and master’s student population was 6.2% Asian, 5.7%
Black or African American, 10.5% Hispanic or Latinx, 42.2% white, 2.3% multiracial, 9.4% unknown, and 23.4% international; there were only three
American Indian or Alaskan Native students, and only three Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander students. The student body was 56.6% female and
43.4% male (CUNY, Graduate Center, Office of Institutional Research and
Effectiveness, 2019).
In some ways, the Graduate Center is the keystone of CUNY: it is supported
by the other campuses and supports them in turn. In particular, it both draws
on and augments the faculty of the other campuses. The Graduate Center has
approximately 140 professors appointed solely to the Graduate Center and
over 1,600 consortial faculty members—professors based at other CUNY
schools who dedicate some of their workloads to teaching or advising at the
Graduate Center (CUNY, Graduate Center, n.d.). At the same time, most of
the Graduate Center’s doctoral students have fellowship packages that require
teaching at one or more of CUNY’s undergraduate colleges. The campuses are
spread out across the city, some an hour or more away by public transportation, so these teaching assignments limit the amount of time doctoral students
can physically spend at the Graduate Center, in our library, and in consultation with our librarians.
However, almost all students are required to produce a dissertation, thesis, or capstone project that must be deposited with the library for archiving
and distribution. Therefore, almost all students must interact at least once with
the Dissertation Office, which is part of the library. Central to our transformation of the deposit process is a desire to infuse those interactions with
scholarly significance, to provide graduating students with information literacy instruction that w
 ill be relevant to their postgraduation lives.

Mina Rees Library
Historically, the Graduate Center’s Mina Rees Library was divided into two
main departments: Collections and Public Serv ices, which added a Scholarly
Communication unit in 2013. The Dissertation Office arguably could have
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been in e ither of t hese departments but was in neither. Rather, in a decades-
old arrangement, it was a separate nub on the organizational tree, staffed by
the dissertation assistant, a nonlibrarian who reported directly to the chief
librarian.
The dissertation assistant’s primary duties consisted of the following: meeting individually with all depositing students; helping them understand
deposit requirements and navigate deposit procedures; reviewing the formatting and front matter of all submissions; delivering all electronic submissions
to ProQuest via their ETD Administrator site; overseeing binding of all print
submissions; and maintaining records for all submissions. T
 hese w
 ere all
vitally important tasks—crucial to the library’s archiving of culminating student works and to the institution’s conferral of degrees. However, under the
dissertation assistant, dissertations were treated primarily as degree requirements and student records. Because the dissertation assistant was not a librarian, she could not engage with the works as a librarian would: as contributions
to and continuations of the scholarly conversation, as works that w ill be
sought, read, and cited by other researchers.

From Assistant to Librarian
In 2015, after 28 years in the position, the dissertation assistant announced
her retirement, prompting library leadership to rethink everything about the
position: title, rank, qualifications, duties, e tc. From the outset, we agreed that
students, the library, and the institution as a w
 hole would benefit if we could
transform the role into a faculty librarian position and hire a librarian with a
deep understanding of systems of scholarly communication; such a librarian
would be able to interrogate and refine our deposit requirements and communicate their scholarly significance to the Graduate Center community.
However, we were aware that what seemed obvious to us was actually based
on years of library experience and may not be self-evident to administrators.
We needed to make the case to key decision makers: we had to get from idea
to reality, from library request to administrative “yes.”
One of our earliest decisions was to pitch the position as dissertation research
librarian, for two reasons. First, we wanted to avoid the appearance of merely
swapping out “assistant” for “librarian,” without reinventing the position. Second, we thought this title would communicate that a faculty librarian could
make deposit a meaningful extension of the research process and address the
ways in which dissertations and theses are part of the scholarly conversation.
Of course, a strategic job title only goes so far. We also built a case around
the needs expressed by e arlier graduates: assistance with research management tools and techniques; expertise in copyright and licensing; and support
for digital scholarship (i.e., scholarly works that include or consist entirely of
digital projects). We also explained the scholarly importance of cataloging,
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storing, and disseminating culminating works according to best practices,
such as the importance of applying metadata that adheres to appropriate
standards.
Happily, we w
 ere able able to get to “yes” on transforming the position. As
much as we might like to claim full credit for that victory, to congratulate ourselves on having an airtight argument, the approval probably had just as
much to do with winds blowing around the Graduate Center—for example,
encouragement for students to publish before graduating and a growing focus
on the digital humanities—as with our powers of persuasion. The chief librarian’s strong relationships with department heads and prominent faculty
helped too: she sought buy-in from t hese faculty, who then voiced their support to administrators. Further, she made the case for transforming the position at the same time she put forward discontinuing print submissions,
strategically tying these two proposals together to help show how different
the new job would be from the old one. As a result of the chief librarian’s conversations around campus, a call for updated and expanded dissertation ser
vices became part of the Graduate Center’s swirling winds.
We also needed an immediate approval to fill the vacancy created by the
dissertation assistant’s retirement. Luckily, students, faculty, and administrators all understood the necessity of avoiding a halt in the processing of
dissertations, theses, and capstone projects. Library vacancies are generally
not seen as emergencies, but a vacancy in the Dissertation Office would
have led to an inability to accept deposits, which would have led to an inability to grant degrees. With three graduation dates per year, even a short
vacancy would have been catastrophic. The urgency was real and universally
acknowledged.
We were able to avoid a vacancy, but, because of bureaucratic and bud
getary constraints, it required some stop-gap measures. We had a short-term
interim dissertation assistant in place a couple of days before the dissertation
assistant retired and shortly thereafter appointed a dissertation research librarian for a temporary one-year term. During that year, the library conducted a
national search and hired the tenure-track dissertation research librarian
(coauthor Shirazi).
When we wrote the job description for the dissertation research librarian,
we mirrored the arguments we made during our campaign to transform the
position. We summarized the position thus: “The Dissertation Research
Librarian w ill provide responsive, effective, and innovative coordination of
the Library’s collection, archiving, and distribution of dissertations, t heses,
and capstone projects (ETDs). The Dissertation Research Librarian also
assists students and faculty in adapting to the evolving digital scholarly communication landscape.” And we added several items to the list of responsibilities that we could not have expected of a dissertation assistant,
including:
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Determines best practices for ETD submission and approval;
Provides one-on-one guidance and workshop-based instruction on copyright
(fair use, licensing, etc.) and tools for research management (citation management tools, file management tools, e tc.);
Formulates workflows to allow alumni to make their dissertations open
access;
Consults with creators of digital/nontextual works to anticipate successful
archiving of t hose works; and
Maintains professional currency in ETD archiving, distribution, and repository management.

We also changed the reinvented position’s place in the organizational chart,
moving it from reporting directly to the chief librarian to being part of the
Scholarly Communication unit. There, we hoped, the dissertation research
librarian would be in ongoing conversation with other librarians engaged in
scholarly communication projects and issues—bouncing ideas off each other,
illuminating nuances for each other, deepening each other’s expertise, etc.

Moving Forward
From Product to Process
We were then poised to shift gears in the library’s approach to dissertations, moving focus from product toward process. When deposit was handled
by the dissertation assistant, finished products came to the library, and the
library’s role was to steward that product: we focused on preservation, description, and access. Now, with a librarian at the helm, the library has become
fundamentally involved in the process of the underlying scholarship as well:
manuscript preparation, rights clearance, and approval and submission systems. It’s that expansion of responsibilities and oversight of the production of
scholarship that has opened up new opportunities for engagement with our
graduate students and, to an extent, with their faculty advisors. This is not to
diminish the importance of product-minded activities such as cataloging and
preservation—t hose are still core concerns for libraries, and we dedicated
significant staffing and expertise to addressing issues related to ETD discovery and digital preservation as we moved to a fully electronic workflow. Yet,
the idea that the library could tackle concerns related to the preparation of
the dissertation, and not solely be there as a repository or container for the
finished work, was new for administrators on our campus.
Students nearing completion of a doctoral dissertation often have scholarly publishing concerns that warrant librarian involvement. For example, as
more universities make dissertations available online, uncertainty abounds
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about the appropriate use of images, responsible citation of social media, and
fears over accidental plagiarism. There are also discipline-specific pain points:
students in the humanities may agonize over access embargoes; art historians may remove crucial images entirely from their scholarship due to copyright concerns; and students in fields such as economics or biology may not
realize they signed away their copyright to those previously published articles they now want to include in their dissertations (Shirazi, 2018).
Whom do these students turn to for answers? This was the core question
for us as we began to insert a scholarly communication consultation into the
deposit procedure. We discovered that, prior to our intervention, these questions w
 ere routinely referred to ProQuest’s customer serv ice department
despite the library’s active scholarly communication initiatives. Our librarians were separated from depositors’ point of need, resulting in a disconnect
between serv ices that the library offered and the help the students received.
We are now taking a more holistic approach to ETD submission, with a
Dissertation Office that is administratively and conceptually located in the
library and led by a librarian. We discovered that when we advise students
on manuscript preparation in the Dissertation Office, this is r eally an opportunity to discuss scholarly communication topics like copyright, fair use, and
authors’ rights at a student’s point of need. Indeed, our doctoral students
actively seek out this information, and now the dissertation research librar ill betian is positioned to provide scholarly communication instruction that w
ter prepare our graduates for their roles as f uture academics.

Professionalizing as Academics through a Proto-Publication Experience
Hswe (2014) encourages us to consider the implications of ETD management using a student-centered approach: “First-hand exposure to copyright
and fair use issues, including the deposit agreement(s) students are obliged to
understand, can amount to a formative authorship experience” (p. 3.10). When
librarians debate w
 hether or not dissertations are published, w
 e’re usually concerned with figuring out the kind of access we can provide to the finished
product. But as Hswe points out, the submission process is imbued with
potential pitfalls for graduate students who may very well be experiencing
publishing—in whatever form it may be—in the library, through the university, for the first time. As we restructured the library’s procedures, we foregrounded thinking about dissertation and thesis deposit from this perspective:
what are we teaching students about publishing?
We began by asking ourselves, “How can we structure the dissertation
deposit procedure to provide opportunities for a deeper engagement with the
changing nature of scholarly publishing? How can we bring librarian expertise
into these conversations?” As with most processes in libraries, everyone
seems to do dissertation deposit differently. So while it’s difficult to generalize
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our experience in a way that could be readily applied elsewhere, we’ll share
some of the details of what we learned as we reimagined the dissertation
deposit experience at our institution.
Our first step was to cease archiving print dissertations and move to an
online submission procedure. Previously, students had been required to schedule an in-person appointment with the dissertation assistant to deposit their
finished manuscript after successfully completing their defense. Students were
responsible for printing out their manuscript on premium paper and bringing it to that appointment, where they would physically submit the pages to
be bound by the library. If format corrections were required, students would
complete them and return with a new printout, to be checked again. If the
manuscript passed muster, students would then take a deposit clearance form
to a series of administrative offices (Bursar, Financial Aid, Registrar, Library
Circulation) to obtain signatures stating that they owed no fees and w
 ere
cleared to graduate. Students then uploaded a PDF version of their manuscript
to ProQuest using the ETD Administrator submission system, with which they
could optionally register their copyright in the work with the U.S. Copyright
Office. At no point in this procedure was there a consultation with a librarian. As stated earlier, questions surrounding copyright permissions and fair
use were routinely referred to ProQuest’s customer serv ice department.
Now, students submit directly to the Graduate Center’s ETD series of
CUNY’s bepress Digital Commons repository, CUNY Academic Works. Students also submit to ProQuest using the ETD Administrator system, both to
aid in discovery and to enable purchase of personal bound copies. Crucially,
there is no appointment required because the deposit occurs asynchronously
as students self-submit online and receive feedback via e-mail. The deposit
clearance form has been replaced by an online application for graduation,
which is administered by Student Serv ices. For the time being, an approval
page still must be submitted, in hard copy and with original signatures, to
the library for verification of the deposit.
Our online submission workflow is now similar to what academics encounter when submitting an article to a journal for publication. We believe that
there is value in learning how to adapt one’s manuscript to a set of formatting
rules, submitting the work electronically for review, and responding to
requested revisions. As graduate students are increasingly advised to publish
earlier in their careers (Alvarez, Bonnet, & Kahn, 2014; Flaherty, 2017), some
undoubtedly have this experience already. But there are many for whom this
is the first time, including those whose mentors handled such formalities in
coauthored publications.
Further, the library has expanded review of dissertation formatting to
address concerns related to scholarly publishing. We now pay close attention
to whether prior publications and funding information have been properly
identified in the Acknowledgments section; we inspect image credit lines to
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ensure proper citation and discuss the principles of fair use in relation to third-
party materials; and we consult with students about the implications of open
access to their final work. Throughout, the dissertation research librarian is
able to situate these requirements in the broader context of modern scholarly
publishing conventions and approach them in conversation with students, just
as we would with faculty. This is a far cry from our institution’s previous conception of the Dissertation Office as taskmaster, enforcing arcane formatting
rules that were designed to suit the requirements of the library’s bindery or
ProQuest’s microfilm format.

Meeting Students Where They Were
Eliminating the requirement for an in-person meeting was a priority for
our campus community, but it meant that the library could no longer rely on
a guaranteed personal interaction with e very graduating student. Dissertation
deposit had been a rite of passage that was fraught with anxiety and tension
as students competed for limited appointment times, and freeing them from
this scheduling requirement was essential to transforming the procedure into
a more dignifying experience for our future academics. Instead, we began to
hold regular and dedicated “office hours” in the library’s Dissertation Office,
which were publicized as time for one-on-one consultations to learn about
depositing the dissertation and discuss questions or concerns with the new
dissertation research librarian.
We also scheduled group information sessions, mostly in the evening, so
that working (and teaching) students could hear the procedure explained in
person and ask questions at the end of the presentation. T
 hese group sessions
quickly became the most attended classes offered by the library, bringing students from different fields to connect with and learn from their peers—in
contrast with the typically isolating atmosphere of graduate school. From the
library’s perspective, the interdisciplinary and group dynamic of the Q&A
helps to surface broader issues that might go unseen in individual appointments. The m
 usic student’s question about listing a proper credit line for a
musical excerpt, for example, might spark a conversation about identifying
federally funded research in a biology dissertation. Each one of t hese real-life
examples demonstrates the intricacies of academic publishing for students and
thus prepares them to consider a variety of aspects of their published works
that they’d never before considered.
For students who are unable or unwilling to come to the library, we have
borrowed techniques from asynchronous reference to use e-
m ail
constructively—keeping a conversation flowing, using open-ended questions,
and so forth. E-mail conversations might escalate into telephone calls or in-
person appointments, depending on the student’s situation and preference.
Finally, finding allies in the departments, whether the department secretary
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or the chair, was key to our success in reaching students who w
 ere no longer
required to meet with the library. We also found that our subject librarians’
liaison practices adapted well to t hese purposes. Through all of these methods of outreach, we encounter about a third of graduating students for each
degree period who still want a one-on-one, in-person meeting outside of general office hours or group instruction.
Despite our efforts to draw out more substantive conversations, the more
routine inquiries persist. Lack of a writing center at our institution means that
our students still need help wrangling Microsoft Word, and there are legitimate questions that might not be in the scope of a scholarly communication
consultation that must still be addressed, such as more general citation questions. For these questions, we try to refer out to the Reference Desk, but it
can be difficult to take this kind of tiered reference approach in part b
 ecause
students don’t always trust other sources of information; they want to hear it
directly from the Dissertation Office. We learned, then, to set reasonable
boundaries, particularly with more demanding students—an approach to ser
vice that is more common in campus administrative offices, but was somewhat unfamiliar for librarians who might engage in more hand-holding than
other serv ice providers on campus.

Taking Stock
We have now gone through several degree cycles under the new system
and have begun to take stock of the outcomes of our efforts. For faculty and
departmental staff, there is greater awareness of authors’ rights and copyright
issues, and that the library can advise on these matters. As an example, many
did not know about copyright concerns related to students’ previously published materials until we told them that this is an issue. The library is now
engaged in larger conversations with department chairs as they consider guidelines for composite t heses (i.e., dissertations that consist of articles or manuscripts that have been accepted for publication). We also know that students
are benefiting from our dedicated office hours and group information sessions.
A significant part of our students’ anxiety was caused by all the hurdles
they had to jump just to get an answer to a policy or formatting question;
librarians already have the infrastructure to serv ice questions in this way.
We’re able to direct them to our in-house expertise instead of sending them
to an outside vendor, and we’re able to provide more up-to-date information
by using our LibGuides instead of the college website.
A librarian consultation and involvement in the ETD submission process
can also benefit a library’s existing activities of preservation and access, for
the simple reason that we are involved in setting up the submission guidelines. We are able to determine what kinds of information about the deposit
we want to capture and thus better align the submission form with our
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cataloging needs. Looking ahead, we are exploring ways to integrate more
robust digital preservation tools with our ETD management workflow, implement PDF standards into our submission guidelines, and expand our capacity to accept a variety of digital research outputs as dissertations.
As part of our reflective assessment of our own work, we developed a worksheet for librarians looking to get more involved in the dissertation deposit
process (Shirazi & Cirasella, 2018). Over the course of our professional conversations about our efforts to reimagine dissertation deposit, we w
 ere struck
by how often our interlocutors were unfamiliar with the procedures at their
own institutions. The prompts on the worksheet are designed to guide prac
titioners through an environmental scan of current practices and to identify
specific individuals or offices on campus who bring expertise in areas such
as open access, publisher policies, licensing, citation styles, digital file formats,
and data sharing. We ask users to consider: Whose buy-in would be necessary to bring a scholarly communication consultation into the deposit pro
cess? Are t here faculty committees or working groups that their library could
reach out to, or other entities on campus such as a writing center? What collaborations already exist that could be put to use in t hese efforts?

Conclusion
Buckland (2015) has encouraged librarians to approach students as content creators, arguing that “discussions about scholarly publishing [should]
become a standard part of all library outreach” (p. 202). With doctoral students, libraries have a built-in mechanism for addressing scholarly communication issues at a student’s point of need: the deposit of their dissertation.
A critical understanding of the system of scholarly publishing w
 ill be especially useful for those students who are going on to work as academics, and
examining that system through the lens of their own contribution can demonstrate the delicate balance between authors’ rights, publishers’ rights, and the
public’s right to publicly funded research.
With deliberate planning and organizational restructuring, the Mina Rees
Library was able to infuse an institutional ritual with scholarly communication
instruction. Instead of having a strictly administrative meeting with the dissertation assistant, graduating students now receive help on a range of
deposit-related topics—in person, on the phone, and by e-mail—from a dissertation research librarian who is informed about scholarly communication
issues, particularly as they pertain to culminating student works. Taken
together, these interactions constitute a final, outgoing information literacy
experience that addresses graduate students as content creators rather than
information consumers. These librarian-led sessions cover various aspects of
scholarly communication—information they’ll need and considerations they’ll
need to weigh in their upcoming professional scholarly lives.
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